Graduate to a Mobile Scout

Take it all with you in our unique Sunny-Stor™ storage compartment. It's easily accessed from outside.

Or inside—store up to 41 cubic feet of items. Notice the handy slider shelf and inside light. (Most models)

Sunny-Seat™, our repositionable dinette sofa, is yet another exclusive feature you'll find. (Some models)

YOU'LL LOVE THE DIFFERENCE!

SunnyBrook's reputation for better quality design and manufacturing rides on this all-aluminum trailer. We call it a "Superstructure" coach body. And we know you'll love the many, popular differences.

Photographs may show optional equipment available at additional cost.
Many options are available for your travel or fifth wheel trailer including this stereo system with CD player.

Looking for better detail in an RV? Here's a standard one-piece lavatory top with an extra large sink basin.

Enclosed heated holding tanks are standard on some models and feature easy-access dump valves.

You see, the owners and engineers at SunnyBrook have years of RV experience in building and using trailers. Consider our benefits and we think you’ll see why this is the best value on the road today.
More than a passing grade

Mobile Scout's all-aluminum Superstructure is lighter weight and easier to tow than conventional RVs. You'll notice the difference at the fuel pump as well.

Furniture fabric, carpeting, drapes and accents are tastefully designed and made from only the finest, most durable materials.
A Sandstone interior pkg.
B Teal interior package.
C Blue interior package.
D Mauve interior package.

HERE'S WHERE THE YEARS OF HARD WORK PAY OFF

We make the RV experience even better by surrounding you with dependable, brand-name materials. Some appliances and materials include: Dometic® refrigerators, Congoleum® flooring, Flexsteel® furniture, Goodyear® tires, solid oak cabinets and much more!

It's time to relax and enjoy life's finer things. SunnyBrook understands that concept and pampers you with luxuriously-appointed rooms loaded with top-of-the-line, brand name appliances along with better quality materials; spacious interior layouts and easy-towing features. We meet your exact needs by offering over 15 different floorplans with just as many optional arrangements. And, when you add in a truly unique construction process, it's no wonder the experienced travel and fifth wheel trailer buyer is so comfortable with a Mobile Scout.

Top of next page: You may choose from many travel and fifth wheel trailer sizes and floorplans.

Pictured right: The teal living room is model 30FK, the blue slide-out features a 33FKS travel trailer, the mauve kitchen is a fifth wheel model 30RKFS, and our sandstone bedroom with a typical queen-sized bed.
Quality construction is easy to talk about, but at SunnyBrook, we practice it every day—on every trailer we produce. It begins with the industry's most unique aluminum coach body design. Add the right kind of materials, mechanical systems and appliances plus careful craftsmanship and you'll see how we make more sense than the rest.

Full wrap Fome-Cor® insulation may be optional on lesser brands but on a Mobile Scout, it's standard including blanket fiberglass rolled between wall framing.
Flooring detail includes 5/8” thick tongue ‘n groove plywood with vinyl Congoleum® and thicker nylon carpet.

You’ll find solid, hardwood oak countertop edge trim and cabinet doors and drawers on a Mobile Scout.

Even door casings and chair rails are crafted from hardwood. And we don’t forget details like brass door knobs.

Our all-aluminum Superstructure uses a bridge-truss type roof design with an integrated ceiling duct system.

All interior cabinetry and framing is constructed of poplar hardwood. The competition uses lesser quality pine.

Longer tongue hitches give you a much improved turning radius. You’ll love and appreciate our differences!

**COMMON SENSE—UNCOMMON CONSTRUCTION FEATURES**

It all begins with our unique Superstructure frame design. We screw and bond the aluminum components together instead on welding—like most competitors’ units. The concept is similar to airplane wing and body construction. Because of our built-in flex design, your trailer will last longer and give you a higher return at resale!

Our Goodyear® radial tire ride on EZ-Lube Dexter® axles to ensure a smooth ride and less maintenance.
For the educated buyer

**Popular Standards**
- Queen Bed Pillow Top Mattress
- 22oz. Congoleum® Flooring
- 28oz. Nylon Carpeting
- Flexsteel Sofa (4 color choices)
- One-Piece Bath Lavatory Top
- Stainless Steel Double Sink
- Three-Burner Range and Oven with Piezo® Ignition
- Double Pedestal Oak-Edged Dinette Table
- TV Antenna with Power Booster
- Enclosed Heated Holding Tanks (some models)
- Dead-Bolt Entry Door Lock with Door Side Patio Light
- Lights in Outside Storage Compartments and Off Door Side and Front Hook Up Lights
- Name Brand Radial Tires with Four Wheel Electrical Brakes
- Smoke Detector, L.P. Leak Detector, and GFI Electrical Circuit Protection

**Popular Options**
- Flexsteel® Hide-a-Bed
- Reclining Swivel Rocker
- Interior Upgrade Package:
  - Raised Oak Refer. Door Panels
  - Two Extra Wall Lamps Behind Sofa & Head of Bed
  - Florescent Light Over Kitchen Sink, and Light Bar Over Mirror in Bath
- Dometic® Royal Large Double Door Refrigerator
- Stereo with Speakers and CD
- Dometic® 13,500 BTU Ducted Air Conditioner
- A&E® 8500 Series Awnings
- Fiberglass Sidewalls and Caps
- Reinforced Rubber Roof

**Builder's Highlights**
- Light Aluminum Superstructure Framing Throughout Entire Coach
- Aluminum Frame Assembled like an Airplane—with Mechanical Fasteners and Today's Adhesives
- Aluminum Truss-Type Roof Rafters
- R7 Rolled Fiberglass Plus Complete Forne Cor™ Insulation
- 5/8" Exterior Grade Plywood Floor
- 30" Main Entry Doors (not 24FB)
- Color-Matched Radiused Entry Doors, Windows, Baggage Doors
- SunnyStor™ Extra Deep Under-Bed Storage with Light (most models)
- Multi-Purpose, Movable Dinette SunnySeat™ (26FK, 30FK, 33FK)
- Oak-Edged Counter/Cabinet Tops
- Lazy Susan Cabinet (most models)
- Extra Drawer Storage Inside Wardrobes (most models)
- Standard Dexter® E-Z Lube Axles
- Atwood® Gas 6 Gal. Water Heater
- Floor-Ducted Forced Air Furnace

See separate specifications brochure for complete details.
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Due to continuous product development and improvement, SunnyBrook RV, Inc. reserves the right to make specification, standard feature and option changes without notice or obligation. Forne Cor, Congoleum, Flexsteel, Dometic, Piezo, Atwood, A&E, and Dexter are all registered trade names of their respective companies. If the brand name products listed in this brochure are not available, they will be substituted during production with items of similar quality. Photographs may show optional equipment available at additional cost. Consult your authorized Mobile Scout RV dealer for current specifications, colors, standard features and optional items available for your model of choice.

Mobile Scout trailers are available at: